
The Beginning of The  End! 
 

for well over a century we live under oppression, denied of any form of self expressions; 
humiliated as second class citizen, doing whatever we were told, performing humiliating 
jobs given. But however much you mould, whatever services you render, a parasite 
knows no limit and as a parasite ultimately it will kill its host unless it is dealt with. 
Anyone who suffers from a parasite knows too well this, if only he has the means and 
resolve to get rid of the scourge before it is too late. 
 
Tigrai has voiced its resolve yesterday. The people have resoundingly voiced and voted 
to steer their destiny, no force, no plot, no shenanigans  would stop this. The Oromos, 
Welaytas, Sidama, Benshangul, Kemant, Agew, Afar,Somali, Gamos,etc will do the 
same sooner than later. 
 
The burden of the yoke has gone far the oppressed people could no longer bear it any 
more. 
They were crushed to submissions and forced to accept assimilation. If only it ended 
there; they would have carried the burden of the yoke and move on. But once they were 
compelled to assimilate they were denied any basic dignity to lead a sort of life as 
second class citizens. 
 
In a twisted irony they were made to believe that they were not only  subjects but 
designed  members of the ethnic group forced to assimilate and adopt its language, 
culture and psychological make up  to please and insure the masters,  but they were 
constantly threatened if they dear  break and leave their adopted psychics to assume 
their own identities destiny.  
 
Thus, nations and nationalities in Ethiopia were trapped without any exit but taken  for 
granted 
Not anymore!! It is better to die than to have no options and decide how to live one's 
own life, within the means one has at own disposal. The Amhara elites cannot and will 
not force oppressed nations breaking free. Free at a last free!! 
Oppressed nation will be free. 
 
Those who devour beyond their bellies could hold will expose their bellies for others to 
devour 
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